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Unit-I

Q-1. Answer any five of the following questions in about 50 words

each.                                                                                        (2x5=10)

(a) Why was Vikramaditya known as the greatest judge of India?

(b) Bores are mostly happy says Lucas; yet they do not spread

happiness. Why?

(c) According to Vivekananda how can the modern skeptics be

made to accept religion?

(d) How has communication education revolutionized the world?

(e) What do you understand by quality of life?

(f) What were the reasons that led to the declaration of the new

economic policy?

(g) Give your comment on the ending of the story ' The Death of a

Clerk '.

(h) Write a brief comment on the poem ' The Mouse and the Snake'.

Unit-II

Q-2. Write an essay on any one of the following in about 400 words :(10)

(a) Information Technology (b) Globalization

(c) Use & Misuse of Internet (d) Religion and Science

Add correct question tag :

(m)The giant was very selfish,...............?

(n) All of you have heard about Ujjain,................?

Use contact clause/relative :

(o) You can not write on the paper.................this factory makes.

(p) The man...........you want has just left.

Rewrite in Indirect Speech :

(q) Mother said, “Do not wipe your dirty fingers on my clean

tablecloth”.

(r) He asked, “Are your shoes cleaned yet?”

Use noun form of the word in the bracket :

(s) .................is one of the world’s greatest problems. (Poor)

(t) She felt great................at being treated so badly. (angry)
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Unit-III

Q-3. Write a precis of the following passage and give a suitable title:(5)

Now a days stress is laid on games. Games teach the

players to act together, thus rousing a feeling of union and duty

towards each other. The member of a team who thinks only of

showing his own skill, is of no use ; the boy who plays for his

side for the common object, who cooperates with the rest of

the team, is a good player. What do you think of the player

who, to show his skill, should run out among the forwards and

leave his goal unguarded? He would soon be out of the team

and a player would be put in his place who thinks first of his

side, and not of himself. In life, this sense of being part of a

whole means the success of the country and lifting  of it up in

the scale of nations.

Unit-IV

Q-4. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given

below :                                                                                                (10)

Familiar to most people for its medicinal properties,

the Neem is recognized by few despite its distinctive, curved

leaves and annual profusion of star shaped sweet scented

flowers. It is a medium sized or large tree with a straight trunk

and evergreen, a native of India, Burma and Srilanka.

Young leaves are pale, tender green tinged with rust.

These are eaten on New years day to ward off sickness during

the coming year. Some people to whom the tree is sacred, also

festoon fresh leaves across their houses when there is an

epidemic of chicken pox or to keep evil spirits away, when

there is a birth or death. Dried leaves put in drawers or

cupboards keep out moth and cockroaches. Another use of these

magic leaves is in poultice form for healing wounds.

From the yellow fruit is obtained the famous Margosa

oil, so effective in the treatment of leprosy and skin diseases.

External application of oil from the seed is believed to cure

rheumatism. The bark and gum yield valuable medicines. In fact,

every part of this tree is of some value. Neem timber is

beautifully mottled, hard and heavy and is used for ship building,

carts and furniture. Wood from old trees is so bitter that no

insects will attack it.

(a) What are the things build with Neem timber?

(b) Why insects do not attack furniture made of Neem timber?

(c) Why are Neem bark and gum famous?

(d) In the treatment of which diseases is Margosa oil used?

(e) Give a suitable title to the passage.

Unit-V

Q-5. Do as directed  :  (any fifteen)                                                     (15)

Supply suitable articles :

(a) ...............retired captain still loves.............sailing.

(b) Take................umbrella with you to................office.

Supply correct collective noun in the following sentences :

(c) Raina was attacted by a.......................of wasps.

(d) He bought a large...............of bananas.

Select correct one from bracket :

(e) You and................make a good partnership. (he, him)

(f) It is............(she, her) that likes sugar in her tea.

Complete the sentences with conditional sentences :

(g) If you don’t visit me soon..................

(h) If you had worked harder................

Supply appropriate prepositions :

(i) I have not seen this orchestra group...............stage.

(j) The main export.............India are cotton products.

Change the voice :

(k) Did the noise frighten you?

(l) They gave the criminal a fair trial and sent him to prison.
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